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1

Introduction

We are currently living in a data inundation epoch, indicated by immense growth of
information from various sources. For instance, latest statistics reveals that Google
handles 3.5 billion requests per day, generating not less than 2.5 quintillion bytes of data
(it is one followed by 18 zeroes) (Price, 2015). Furthermore, an Egan, Marino
Corporation (EMC) report envisages that global data volume would reach 40,000
exabytes by 2020, doubling in every 2 years. Such massive data explosion was coined as
‘big data’ to highlight the nature of its broader transformation on technology and society
as a whole. The emerging big data paradigm has flaunted data as a new source to
generate revenue. For example, a report from International Data Corporation (IDC)
predicts that potential value of worldwide revenue will increase by more than 50%, as of
nearly $122 billion in 2015 to $187 billion in 2019, from sales of big data tools and
applications (IDC Press Release, 2016). Huge potential associated with big data has
attracted interest from diverse domains, one of those domains being bioinformatics. This
growing attention to big data in bioinformatics, demands an insightful understanding of
big data, its definitions, evolutionary history, developing tools and technologies, potential
challenges and future scope.
Although many review articles have been published focusing on big data platforms
and podiums towards bioinformatics, there is still a growing need to understand the
relevance of big data applications in handling diverse biological data sources. This paper
focuses on providing a comprehensive review of big data analytics towards
bioinformatics sector discussing about the big data tools and techniques adopted to
leverage parallel processing of huge biological data supporting complex transformations
and analysis targeted towards computational biologists, healthcare providers and
researchers.
Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field focusing on the application of statistical
and computational methodologies to manage and interpret biological data (Luscombe
et al., 2001). An unprecedented amount of data is generated in bioinformatics by
healthcare, genomics and biomedical research on daily basis. Such data comprise of
clinical reports, genome sequences, gene expression profiles, biomedical literature
reports, medical images and sensor data to name a few. As of December 2015, European
Bioinformatics Institute maintains approximately 75 petabytes of genes, proteins and
small molecule data (Cook et al., 2016), whereas PubMed stores about 24.6 million
records of biomedical literature (PubMed). With this pace, it is expected that 25,000
petabytes (1 petabyte = 106 gigabytes) of data will be generated by 2020 in healthcare
domain (Feldman et al., 2012).
Such big data enforces a series of technological challenges due to its disparate data
sources, storage requirements and need for scalable analysis devoid of compromising the
privacy of users. These challenges demand an iterative reassessment of existing data
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management systems. In contrast, traditional data management systems, including the
relational database management system (RDBMS) are incapable of handling the
challenges thrown by big data. RDBMSs support structured data analysis, while offering
minimal support to the analysis of semi-structured and unstructured data. Scaling up in
RDBMSs requires expensive hardware which cannot implement parallelism in
commodity hardware. Consequently, the research communities and industry have
proposed various solutions over the years to handle big data systems.
Big data analytics is an effective solution to process massive datasets at low cost and
high speed, compared to the above-mentioned relational database representation. Big data
architectures support distributed computing in commodity hardware at a reliable pace.
According to McKinsey, it is estimated that the big data initiatives in US healthcare
system could ease the cost of treatment from $450 billion to $300 billion, which is a
12–17% reduction of $2.6 trillion baseline (Kayyali et al., 2013). It can be noticed that
analytics is influencing bioinformatics at a steady pace to support realistic and dynamic
applications.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, brief history and
definitions of big data are introduced. In Section 3, a preview of big data analytics in
bioinformatics are provided. Section 4 focuses on different big data techniques towards
management and analysis of data. Then, Section 5 discusses the application of big data
technologies towards handling large data. Specifically, Section 6 highlights the
importance of big data approaches towards bioinformatics sub-domains. Section 7
discusses the potential challenges enforced by big data platforms, whereas Section 8
emphasises on brief conclusion and future perspective and recommendations of big data
systems.

2

Big data: brief history and definitions

2.1 Big data history
Given it current popularity, it is important to understand the evolutionary history of big
data. History of big data can be represented based on technologies (Borkar et al., 2012a,
2012b), chronology (Borkar et al., 2012a, 2012b) and size of data. This survey discusses
the history of big data based on its growing size. As the size of data expands in orders of
magnitude, it is important to effectively store and manage them. Over the years, several
database technologies have been developed as data size has increased. This expansion of
data over the years is shown in Figure 1.

Emerging trend of big data analytics in bioinformatics
Figure 1
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The rise of data towards ‘big data’ over the years (see online version for colours)

•

Towards gigabyte: Historical business data were primitive ‘big data’ in late 1970s
and early 80s. The biggest challenge was to move data size from megabyte towards
gigabyte. The research attempts led to the progress of ‘database machine’
characteristic of integrated hardware and software to handle such data. Integration
was performed to ease the cost aiding enhanced performance. But over time, it was
observed that hardware-based database machines were not compatible with general
purpose computers. Software-based systems were designed to enforce restraint on
hardware towards implementation on general purpose computers.

•

Towards terabyte: Advent of the digital era in late 1980s led to the expansion of data
volumes from gigabytes to terabyte. It was difficult to store such data in single
computer system. To overcome this limitation, researchers proposed parallelisation
of data towards storage in distributed fashion to gain increased performance.
Numerous parallel databases were developed based on this concept, including
shared-disk databases, shared-memory databases and shared-nothing databases.
Shared-nothing architecture was used in common; it was developed on cluster of
distinct machines, each cluster deploying its own processor, memory and disk. They
implement the relational model and declarative query languages. Some of the
prominent examples include Greenplum (Greenplum Database), Teradata (Teradata),
Vertica (Vertica) and IBM Netezza (Netezza).

•

Towards petabyte: Advances in web technology in late 1990s initiated the era of
internet. This was followed by generation of web pages holding terabytes to
petabytes of semi-structured and unstructured data. The parallel architectures,
previously developed, were not capable of handling such massive unstructured data.
To overcome these limitations, Google developed MapReduce programming model
under the Google File System (GFS) architecture (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). GFS
and MapReduce support scaling up of data in distributed fashion and parallelised
data processing for unlimited data. This was followed by overflow of data sources
from different domains generating an assortment of structured data. NoSQL database
architecture was devised to cope up with processing of data at large scale. This era
was referred as the ‘fourth paradigm’ by Jim Gray, a software pioneer in database
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systems. A new generation of computing tools is required to store, process and
visualise this data explode.

•

Towards exabyte: With the present development trends, data accumulated in
organisations will definitely reach exabyte magnitude soon. This has led
organisations such as FaceBook, Amazon and Microsoft to develop their own big
data platforms. This momentum of big data has facilitated the launch of ‘Big Data
Initiative’ by the Indian government to support big data analytics (Big Data
Initiative). There is a need to integrate data management technology and networking
technology to provide advanced data management and analysis techniques.

•

Towards zettabyte: Cisco predicts that global internet traffic will exceed zettabyte
magnitude by 2016, and reach 2.3 ZB by 2020 (Cisco White Paper). On another side
of the coin, internet of things (IoT) is developing at a fast pace with current technosavy devices. IoT is basically connecting any device with the internet, with
broadband internet connection available, it is cheaper to produce required sensors
with built-in WiFi facilities, thereby connecting devices with minimal cost.
According to a report by Gartner, the number of connected devices being 6.4 billion
in 2016 will reach a mammoth 26 billion by 2020 (Gartner Report, 2015). With such
a data explosion, it will be a daunting task to store and analyse data to reveal useful
business insights. Researchers are exploring methods to integrate IoT with big data
to provide enhanced analytical techniques for different data applications (Sun et al.,
2016).

The future looks promising, with even further expansions in data magnitude, and there
are increasing opportunities to develop advanced data management and analysis
techniques. We are privileged enough to survive the early phase of big data wave (Franks
and Davenport, 2012).

2.2 Big data definitions
The definition of big data changes constantly with evolving data and its driven
technology. Big data is not just characterised by its large volume, there are other
properties associated as well. Among different definitions available, three definitions play
a significant role in characterising big data (Hu et al., 2014). They are as follows:
•

Architectural definition: According to The National Institute of Standards and
Technology, big data is defined as data characterised by large volume, velocity and
representation which limits the capacity of traditional database approaches to
perform effective analysis. Such data require the application of horizontal scaling
techniques for effective processing (Cooper and Mell, 2012). Big data is further
classified into big data frameworks and big data science. Big data frameworks enable
parallel processing of big data across computer components by utilising software
libraries and algorithms, whereas big data science facilitates acquisition and
evaluation of big data by understanding the techniques involved in processing big
data.

•

Attributive definition: IDC defines big data as a new era of architectures and
technologies used to extract economic value from very large volume of diverse
forms of data with high velocity (Gantz and Reinsel, 2011). The definition pioneer
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four relevant characteristics of big data i.e. volume, velocity, variety along with
value. The ‘4V’ definition is widely used to distinguish big data. A similar definition
was introduced by Gartner analyst Doug Laney, big data is characterised in three
dimensions, i.e. volume, variety and velocity (Laney, 2001), whereas big data was
defined as a characteristic of 5Vs i.e. volume, variety, velocity, veracity and value by
Demchenko (Demchenko et al., 2012). Although there are several definitions, the
description of 3Vs provided by Gartner was followed by many organisations
including Microsoft (Maijer, 2011) and IBM (Zikopoulos and Eaton, 2011) to
describe big data.
•

Comparative definition: According to McKinsey, big data are datasets which are
beyond the capability of traditional database software tools which store, manage and
analyse data. This definition does not define big data based on any parameter, it is
subjective. But the definition describes the nature of dataset which is considered as
big data suitable for any sector (Manyika et al., 2011).

Apart from these definitions, several discussions have emerged from academics and
industry experts depicting the meaning of big data (O’Reilly Radar Team, 2011; MayerSchonberger and Cukier, 2014). It is difficult to decide which definition is apt to
represent the characteristics of big data. It is better to choose a definition based on a
precise feature of datasets specific to nature of the application.
The above-mentioned definitions of big data present a set of tools to evaluate
upcoming big data among traditional data management systems. A clear discriminating
factor between big data and conventional data is the volume of datasets. For instance,
social media platform FaceBook has 1.71 billion active monthly users and generates
about 4.5 billion ‘likes’ as of May 2013 (Gordon et al., 2016). Big data comes in three
editions: structured, semi-structured and unstructured, whereas traditional data are
usually structured which are easy to store and analyse. Most real-time applications
including FaceBook, LinkedIn, YouTube and Twitter generate enormous user data which
is unstructured and difficult to store. Big data has velocity to counterpart the rapidity of
production; these datasets must be analysed sooner than later to capitalise on its value.
Traditional datasets are generated in batch mode; they do not require rapid analysis.
RDBMS is the data storage medium for small datasets, whereas big datasets require
specialised architecture such as NoSQL and Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) for
storage. Data integration is achieved much easily for small datasets as compared to big
data. Big datasets must be analysed effectively using data mining algorithms to extract
knowledge and gain marketable profits. Table 1 illustrates the generic differences
between big data and traditional data.
Table 1

Generic differences between big data and traditional data

Category

Big data

Traditional small data

Type of data source

It includes data generated from realtime analysis (distributed data)

Traditional enterprise data
(centralised data)

•

Genomic data

•

•

Social media data

Customer relationship
management systems

•

Web log data

•

Financial data

•

Streaming data

•

Student data
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Table 1

3

Generic differences between big data and traditional data (continued)

Category

Big data

Traditional small data

Volume of data
generated

•

Terabytes

•

Gigabytes

•

Petabytes

•

Terabytes

•

Exabytes

•

Zettabytes

Data variety

It may be structured, semi-structured
or unstructured

It may be structured or semistructured. Does not support
unstructured data

Data velocity

Often real-time data generated on
hourly or daily basis. It requires
immediate response

Data generated in batch mode
or near real time, more rapidly
than big data. It does not
require immediate response

Data storage

NoSQL, HDFS

RDBMS

Data integration

Difficult

Easy

Data access

Interactive

Batch or near real time

Big data in bioinformatics - a preview

Bioinformatics is leaping towards a new era of ‘big data’ by producing vast data on a
daily basis. One such example is in omics research. The completion of Human Genome
Project (HGP) in early 2000s has paved way for recent trends in genome sequencing
(Venter, 2001). Several projects were initiated after the success of HGP. The 1000
Genomes project was started to sequence genomes on wide scale, thereby generating
about 100 terabytes of vast genomic data (Siva, 2008). It was followed by, Genome 10K
project for large-scale genome sequencing (Genome 10K Project). And the recent
Genome 100K project is expected to sequence the genome of 30,000 patients per year
from 2014 and to reach a goal of sequencing 100,000 genome sequences by 2017. The
raw data from single genome would be around 200 GB, which might reside in maximal
space in hard drive of an average laptop. The 100K Genome project is predicted to
generate 100 times the data generated by 1000 genome project (Genome 100K Project).
The volume and complexity of genomic data have been increased rapidly with these
developments. Techniques such as next-generation sequencing (NGS), high throughput
screening (HTS) and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used
extensively for sequencing the genomes. These technological advances have enabled
genome sequencing at low cost and high speed. Sequencing a human genome was $1000
in 2012, while it costs less than $1000 in 2014, which is less than the cost of X-ray
report. According to McAuley, the cost of genome sequencing is dropping at faster pace
by outpacing Moore’s law (McAuley, 2014). The volume of data generated from genome
sequencing doubles in every 12 months ranging from terabyte (1012) to petabyte (1015) till
exabyte (1018).
On similar lines of omics research, health informatics also generates immense
biological data. The data generated from clinical report of a patient are quite complex and
large. Such vast data play significant role in diverse clinical and medical applications.
They are used in early detection of diseases, clinical decision support, clinical
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surveillance, population health management and healthcare fraud detection (Burghard,
2012). The US healthcare domain generated about 150 exabyte of data in 2011. At this
pace, it is estimated that the healthcare domain may generate zettabyte (1021 bytes)
followed by yottabyte (1024 bytes) of data in the coming years (IHTT, 2013). It is quite a
daunting challenge to store such massive electronic health records (EHRs) in a traditional
computer.
Growth of such ‘big’ data in bioinformatics over the years has generated vast
opportunity for researchers to mine the knowledge hidden in raw data. Modelling
multifaceted bioinformatics applications as assortments of web services poised over
workflows is a developing method to tackle the complexity and heterogeneity of
bioinformatics applications. Several workflows have been devised in recent years to
tackle such data by adopting multi-stage simulations and analytics on distributed
infrastructure. Some of the prominent workflows devised towards bioinformatics
applications are discussed. Galaxy is a data intensive open source, bioinformatics
web-based platform. It offers access to numerous bioinformatics datasets and built-in
visualisation tools (Goecks et al., 2010). Taverna is a multi-threaded object model
designed towards scientific applications. Here, processors represent objects while data
transfer between processors is indicated by method invocations done locally
(Wolstencroft et al., 2013). While Tavaxy is pattern recognition based workflow used in
bioinformatics. It integrates the existing Galaxy and Taverna platforms in a single
environment supporting cloud applications (Abouelhoda et al., 2012). Pegasus is another
workflow devised for management of scientific automations. The workflow has been
used by scientists over past 12 years in different domains including bioinformatics. This
workflow seemed to achieve reliable performance on a wide range of computing
architectures (Deelman et al., 2015). The characteristics of big data in bioinformatics are
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2

Characteristics of big data in bioinformatics (see online version for colours)
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Techniques for handling big data

Big data generated from real-time applications such as healthcare, social media, finance,
telecom must be managed effectively using well-formulated big data techniques. Big data
techniques are often multidisciplinary including machine learning, statistics, data mining,
optimisation methods, pattern recognition, artificial neural networks visualisation
approaches. These techniques must be data-driven and application-oriented. When the
techniques are applied on big data, it is termed as ‘big data analytics’.
Big data analytics provides a systematic procedure to inspect, clean, transform and
model such data to discover knowledge and enhance decision-making (King et al., 2013).
The entire process of extracting knowledge from big data is sub-divided into five phases,
forming two main sub-processes: data management and data analytics (Labrinidis and
Jagadish, 2012). Figure 3 illustrates the big data pipeline.
Figure 3

Big data pipeline towards management and processing of data (see online version for
colours)

This section explains each of phases in detail.

4.1 Data management
Currently, data generation is evolving rapidly with technological advancements.
Irrefutably, IBM predicted 90% of world’s data ware created in last 3 years (IBM, 2013).
Most of such real-time data are associated with missing values, noise, inconsistencies and
redundant information. As dimensionality of such data increases, it increases volume of
space, generating sparse data. Traditional algorithms fail to handle such sparse data due
to differences in objects at high-dimensional space, resulting in statistical errors
(Marimont and Shapiro, 1979; García et al., 2016). Coming to biological data, the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) maintains nucleotides sequence
database, GenBank, which doubles its size in every 10 months. The database comprised
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of 250 billion nucleotide base pairs from more than 150,000 diverse organisms as of
August 2009 (Bryant, 2011). The bottleneck to such problems in biology is to identify
techniques to interpret the important metabolisms of biological systems by considering
such huge data. In such state of affairs, management of mammoth data becomes a crucial
step prior to data analysis. Data management tasks can be adopted at this stage. These
data management methods are further broken down into three sub-tasks:
•

Data acquisition and recording: Data acquisition in bioinformatics refers to
gathering of data from different distributed sources such as healthcare, genomics,
proteomics and so on. A well-designed approach is preferred for data acquisition. Or
else, incorrect data collection leads to error-prone results after analysis. The outcome
of data acquisition procedure depends on the relevant features available in data
sources, as well as on the aims of data analytic protocols. On the basis of different
types of data sources available, there are numerous data acquisition techniques
currently used. All these data acquisition techniques can be characterised into two
main categories (Martin-Flatin, 1999):
•

Pull-based approach: Data are acquired pre-emptively by a distributed or
centralised agent.

•

Push-based approach: Data are pushed towards its destination by third part or
by its source itself.

Some of the common methods for data acquisition are categorised based on pull and
push approach. Widely used data acquisition methods for big data systems include
sensors, web crawlers, log files. Log files are push-based simple data acquisition
techniques that support collection of structured data, while sensors use pull-based
approach to transfer information in both wired and wireless mode. In contrast, web
crawlers are pull-based approaches suitable towards collections of huge amount of
unstructured data with complex patterns.
The data gathered are then transferred for storage and successive processing,
commonly in big data centres. The data so transmitted, in large magnitudes may not
be entirely useful. Filters must be applied on such data to extract significant
information (Lyko, 2016). Once valuable particulars are obtained, it is important to
record metadata for describing the nature of data measured and recorded.
Appropriate metadata information is essential for further data analytics.
•

Data cleaning and feature selection: After data are recorded, it must be cleaned to
remove errors and irrelevant information to improve its quality. Data pre-processing
tasks play a prominent role in such circumstances. A general data cleaning
framework consists of five initial steps (Maletic and Marcus, 2000):
•

Determining the nature and types of error.

•

Identifying error instances.

•

Adopting error correction techniques.

•

Documenting error types and their instances.

•

Modifying data to reduce error probability in future.
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Data cleaning techniques preserve data consistency to support subsequent analysis.
Different data cleaning protocols are implemented for different applications; in
addition, they are currently employed in different domains including finance,
healthcare, retail, telecommunication and insurance. For instance, standardisation of
biological data was supported in a framework, BIO-AJAX. The framework helps in
eliminating duplicate records and faulty data, to further support effective
implementation of data mining algorithms for advanced analysis (Wang et al., 2007).
However, data cleaning is associated with additional computation cost and
overhead delays. As the complexity of data cleaning model increases, the cost for
data cleaning also increases. It is mandatory to strike a balance between convolution
of data cleaning model and the consequential up-gradation of analysis accurateness.
Once data are cleaned, it is essential to remove redundancy from dataset.
Redundant datasets increase overhead of data transmission and result in corrupt data.
Accordingly, several redundancy reduction techniques have been proposed in recent
years including redundancy recognition protocols (Zhang et al., 2002) along with
data compression (Salomon, 2004). Compression techniques require additional
computation cost due to burden of data compression and decompression procedures.
It is essential to analyse trade-offs between different techniques and adopt the
technique that reduces redundancy from datasets based on application domain. In
addition to elimination of redundancy, other methodologies are required for explicit
data entities. One such requirement is feature reduction.
Particularly, bioinformatics applications prefer minimal features in dataset prior to
analysis. Consequently, feature selection techniques play crucial role in data
reduction (Leung et al., 2011; Kamath et al., 2012). Here, the data objects are
demarcated in high-dimensional feature space, which remain united in storage
schemes until reclamation. Feature selection techniques maybe either of linear or
non-linear mapping. Some of the prominent examples of linear mapping techniques
include singular value decomposition and principal component analysis, while that of
non-linear comprise Laplacian eigenmaps, Sammon’s mapping and kernel principal
component analysis (Tan et al., 2014). Based on characteristics of dataset, problems
unravelled and performance desires, several data reduction techniques are employed
to reduce dimensionality.

•

Data integration and aggregation: Once data are transformed, different types of data
co-exist. Data integration techniques are used to combine such data to provide a
unified view of data (Lenzerini, 2002). Data integration methods are often
incorporated along with search engines (Cafarella et al., 2009) and data streaming
engines (Tatbul, 2010). These techniques combine different forms of data and
express them in computer understandable form which can be extracted dynamically
from databases using search indexes. Analogous information can be stored in
alternative designs using intelligent database design approaches. Predominantly,
bioinformatics database design requires tremendous diversity for representing
complex information.

Subsequent to management of large datasets, analytical techniques can be applied to
extract knowledge to aid better decision-making. It is essential that future analytics
supports dynamic interpretation of data.
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4.2 Data analytics
It is the last and most essential stage of big data analysis pipeline. Data analytics phase
aims to extract relevant information from vast data specific to the subject concerned. The
whole process of extracting this hidden pattern from data is referred as knowledge
discovery in databases (KDD). KDD is implemented in ‘data mining’ sector to highlight
refinement of ‘raw’ data into ‘knowledge’. Data mining field comprises interaction
between several sub-domains including statistics, machine learning, pattern recognition,
artificial intelligence and database systems (Han and Kamber, 2001). The data analytics
phase is further subdivided into two sub-phases: data analytics and modelling followed
by data interpretation.
•

Data analysis and modelling: Data mining techniques handling big data are referred
to as ‘big data mining’. Data mining algorithms manage memory, cost and accuracy
of performance, thus playing a vital role in big data analytics (Tsai et al., 2015).
Centred on the nature of data, several methods have been adopted to extract
knowledge differing in their nature of approach. The methods can be either
qualitative or quantitative based on the parameter for measurement and variable
selected as either univariate or multivariate. In another study, the data mining
algorithms were classified into descriptive, predictive and verified analytics based on
the domain of interest (Maimon and Rokach, 2010). Based on the feature selection
techniques, the algorithms can either be supervised or unsupervised. Supervised
feature selection determines the importance of features based on correlation with
class variable, whereas unsupervised feature selection evaluates the importance of
features independent of class labels (He et al., 2005).
Classification in terms of big data perspective is, however, not done extensively.
In a study, data analytics were classified into three levels based on the nature of
analysis: descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics (Gavin, 2013).
•

Descriptive data analytics: They identify patterns and relationships to describe
the data properties. Well-known descriptive algorithms include clustering,
association rule mining and sequential pattern discovery. They deal with
visibility systems or business-oriented datasets.

•

Predictive data analytics: They predict the future outcome based on variables
present in the dataset. It implements statistical techniques like logistic regression
to predict the future possibility and implements data mining techniques for
common tasks such as classification, regression, time series prediction, weather
forecasting, etc.

•

Prescriptive data analytics: They help to improve the decision-making process
accompanied by performance enhancement. Optimisation-techniques and
simulations are commonly used in such analytics.

For each of the analytical techniques, different algorithms are applied on datasets to
generate a statistical or mathematical model. The model so generated identifies
relationship between an independent feature and different dependent features in
dataset. This section focuses on providing a brief overview on some of the prominent
algorithms used in big data analytics. However, discussing all the algorithms is
beyond the scope of this study.
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Clustering algorithms: Clustering technique belongs to unsupervised algorithms
which separate set of unlabelled input data into different groups called clusters
(Jain et al., 1999). If clusters = k, then it is called k-means (MacQueen, 1967).
For handling big data, traditional clustering algorithms show limited
performance. This is due to the fact that data must be loaded in same format into
the system to explore hidden patterns (Fahad et al., 2014). Reducing the
complexity of data prior clustering is one of the widely discussed issues in big
data clustering (Mohebi et al., 2015). Clustering algorithms have been
implemented in cloud and graphical processing unit (GPU) platforms
extensively over the years as discussed in Table 2.

Table 2

Different data mining algorithms applied towards bioinformatics problems

Data mining
technique
Clustering

Association rule
mining

Method adopted

References

Gibbs sampler for clustering gene
expression data

Joshi et al. (2008)

CLUMP software

Olman et al. (2008)

K-means in GPU platform

Wu et al. (2009)

Microarray and gene expression data
was analysed using parallelised k-means
and k-modes cluster algorithms

Kraus and Kestler (2010)

CloudVista: clustering in cloud
computing environment

Xu et al. (2012)

Parallel affinity propagation algorithm
for clustering large-scale microarray
data

Wang et al. (2014)

Hierarchical clustering algorithm for
biomedical research applications

Tanaseichuk et al. (2015)

Distributed bioinformatics platform to
leverage local with remote clusters for
genome analysis

Wang et al. (2015)

A workflow for transcriptome, scRNAseq data analysis via clusters

Yu and Lin (2016)

An algorithm to mine association rules
from gene expression databases

Creighton and Hanash (2003)

Integrative analysis of gene expression
dataset based on discovery of association
rules

Carmona-Saez et al. (2006)

Prediction of protein function from
protein interaction networks using
association analysis

Atluri et al. (2009)

Prediction of promoter sequences using
relational association rules

Czibula et al. (2012)

Classification of microarray data using
association rules

Giugno et al. (2013)

Frequent itemset mining based on
association rules for bioinformatics
applications

Laukens et al. (2015)
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Different data mining algorithms applied towards bioinformatics problems
(continued)

Data mining
technique

Method adopted

References

Logistic
regression

Prediction of SNP–SNP interactions
using conditional logistic regression

Heidema et al. (2006)

Identifying the relationship between
mortality rate and iatrogenic illness in
patients

de Vries et al. (2010)

Investigation of relationship between
maternal risk factors and congenital tract
infections using logistic regression

Shnorhavorian et al. (2011)

Identification of in-flight emergencies
and type of on-board assistance provided
using logistic regression

Peterson et al. (2013)

Recursive-SVM algorithm for feature
selection and classification of mass
spectrometry and microarray samples

Zhang et al. (2006)

Integrating clinical and microarray data
using least squares-SVM

Daemen et al. (2007)

Microarray classification and gene
selection using hybrid huberised SVM

Wang et al. (2008)

Microarray classification using SVM

Seeja and Shweta (2011)

Detection of Parkinson disease in
patients using SVM on diffusion tensor
imaging data

Haller et al. (2012)

Gene expression classification using
SVM

Vanitha et al. (2015)

Ortholog detection in yeast species using
imbalanced classification approaches
including SVM

Galpert et al. (2015)

Evolutionary feature selection using
SVM and other techniques using
MapReduce

Peralta et al. (2015)

Genomic feature learning using SVMrecursive feature elimination algorithm

Anaissi et al. (2016)

Employing decision tree learning for
processing of large datasets

Hall et al. (1998)

RainForest, a framework supporting
construction of fast decision tree for
classification of large datasets

Johannes Gehrke et al. (2000)

Predictive decision tree model for
analysing racial disparities in breast
cancer

Palit et al. (2009)

A streaming parallel decision tree
algorithm for classification of largescale datasets and streaming data

Ben-Haim and Tom-Tov
(2010)

Support vector
machine (SVM)

Decision trees
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Table 2

Different data mining algorithms applied towards bioinformatics problems
(continued)

Data mining
technique

Deep learning

2

Method adopted

References

Decision tree analysis for identifying the
characteristics of older adults having
depression

Park et al. (2013)

A decision tree model to integrate gene
expression and clinical data to identify
disease endotypes

Williams-DeVane et al. (2013)

C4.5 algorithm was implemented in
mapreduce framework to support
processing of massive datasets

Dai and Ji (2014)

C5.0 decision tree algorithm was applied
for analysis of five complex foot
disorder groups

Choi et al. (2015)

Deep neural network architecture for
prediction of contact maps in proteins

Di Lena et al. (2012)

Prediction of local properties in proteins
using deep learning architecture

Qi et al. (2012)

DNCON: server for prediction of
residue–residue contacts in proteins
using boosting techniques along with
deep networks

Eickholt and Cheng (2012)

DL-Pro: an algorithm based on deep
learning techniques for assessment of
protein model quality

Nguyen et al. (2014)

Prediction of neighbouring Cα and
dihedral angles in protein sequences
using auto-encoder deep neural network

Lyons et al. (2014)

Iterative deep learning algorithm for
prediction of secondary structure, local
backbone angles and solvent accessible
surface area in proteins

Heffernan et al. (2015)

Denoising autoencoders for feature
selection and extraction of knowledge
from genome-wide studies of breast
cancer

Tan et al. (2015)

Deep artificial neural networks and
neuromorphic chips applications in
bioinformatics and pharmaceutical
sectors

Pastur-Romay et al. (2016)

Association rule mining: Association rules are conditional if/else statements
used to uncover relationships between unrelated data (Agrawal et al., 1993). One
of the applications of association rule mining is finding frequent itemset in
databases. Once frequent itemsets are generated, associations are derived
between data items. Apriori algorithm is one of the popular algorithms to
generate association rules (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). Due to computational
difficulties of Apriori algorithm, several alternative algorithms having minimal
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complexities are been proposed for finding out frequent itemsets. One of the
initial applications of association rule mining towards handling large data is FPtree which used tree structure to store the frequent patterns, thereby reducing the
computational complexity of association rule mining (Han et al., 2000). Along
with traditional frequent pattern mining algorithms, researchers have explored
the application of Hadoop and cloud computing platforms to enhance the
performance of algorithm in big data platforms (Moens et al., 2013). Association
rule mining techniques are also beneficial in several bioinformatics applications
including structural motif discovery, analysis of gene expression data, protein
interaction network predictions, prediction of biomolecular localisations along
with annotating of biological data (Naulaerts et al., 2013).
3

Classification algorithms: Classification tasks develop set of classifiers
depending on set of labelled input data. The classifiers so generated will be used
to classify the unlabelled input data into groups that they belong to. It is just
opposite of clustering. Several studies in recent years have demonstrated
modification of traditional classification algorithms to be implemented in
distributed computing architecture, at the same time new classification
algorithms have also been developed to adapt logically on a distributed platform.
Although there are many other classifiers adopted for solving classification
problems in big data, some of the popular classifiers used in recent years are
discussed in this section including logistic regression, support vector machine
(SVM), decision trees, deep learning.
i

Logistic regression: It is a binary classifier for predicting the outcome of an
event (Cox, 1958). The possible outcomes coded as 0 and 1, are used to
train the logistic regression model to predict the probability of second event.
Logistic regression uses sigmoid or logistic function to model the
probabilities for possible labels of new instances of data. The logistic
function can be represented by:
P (Y = 1|x;θ ) =

1
1+ e

− ( β 0 − β1 ) x

where P(Y) = probability of dependent variable Y, which is not identically
distributed;
x = independent variable; β0 and β1 are parameters.
Although logistic regression does not achieve performance in par with other
non-linear algorithms like kernel SVMs on small datasets, it often performs
exceptionally well for high-dimensional datasets (Komarek and Moore,
2009). For large number of features, the dataset becomes linearly separable,
and accordingly the algorithm is preferred to handle large dimensional
datasets in several circumstances. Some of the prominent studies
implemented logistic regression algorithm in distributed systems for
processing of big data in recent years are cited (Minka, 2003; Genkin et al.,
2007; Singh et al., 2009; Gopal and Yang, 2013; Huang and Xu, 2015).
ii

SVM: It is a non-probabilistic binary classifier which support classification
and regression tasks (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). Input vector is mapped
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onto high-dimensional space where a maximal separating hyperplane is
constructed between two parallel hyperplanes. Larger the margin of
separation between the parallel hyperplanes, better the performance of
algorithm. SVM have the ability to minimise the classification error and
maximise the geometric margin of separation simultaneously. Traditional
SVM algorithm fails to handle large datasets due to its training complexity
of O (m3), where m is the complexity of training sets. Several research have
been conducted in recent years to scale the algorithm suitable for processing
massive data (Tsang et al., 2005; Cervantes et al., 2008; Rebentrost et al.,
2014).
iii Decision tree: It is one of the most popular methods for data classification.
Decision tree algorithm generates a directed tree comprising of root node,
internal nodes and leaf nodes. Top most node is root, whereas terminal is
leaf and nodes in between root and leaf are internal nodes. Each internal
node acts as a decision node indicating a test on attribute or subset of
attributes. When set of training input is given to tree, a measurement
function is applied on all the attributes to find the best splitting attribute.
Once the splitting attribute is identified, the instance space is divided into
several parts. If all the training instances belong to the same class, algorithm
terminates. Or else, splitting process will be performed recursively until
whole partition is assigned to the class label (Quinlan, 1987). Once the
decision tree is generated, classification rules can be deduced to classify the
new instances of data having unknown class labels. Several decision tree
algorithms are used for classification including ID3, logic model tree,
random forest, AD Tree, C4.5, etc. Each algorithm differs in the method of
selecting the most significant attribute for construction of decision tree.
Although decision trees are one of the simplest and popular methods of data
classification, it has several drawbacks. The algorithm fails to handle
missing values, and has issues due to overfitting of data (Quinlan, 1990).
Likewise, for handling large datasets, tradition decision tree algorithms
exhibit numerous restrictions. Firstly, constructing a decision tree on large
volumes of datasets consumes enormous time; in addition, data distribution
must be optimised among different clusters at minimised cost. Researchers
have tried to scale the traditional algorithms for handling large data over the
years (Su and Zhang, 2006; Ben-Haim and Tom-Tov, 2010; Yang and
Fong, 2012; Yang and Fong, 2013).
iv

Deep learning: Deep learning algorithms attempt to model data in multiple
abstractions using supervised or unsupervised learning approaches. They
are also referred to as large-scale neural networks or deep neural networks
(DNNs). They are employed in enormous applications including speech
recognition, visual object classification, information retrieval and natural
language processing for handling unstructured and heterogeneous data.
Currently, DNNs are one of the popular techniques to manage big data
(Dean et al., 2012; Yu, 2013). DNNs processes huge data in two stages:
training stage and operational stage. In training stage, a neural network is
obtained for a specific task, and this stage consumes tremendous volume of
memory and computational power, depending on scalability of networks. It
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was observed that by increasing the scalability of networks, the
classification accuracy could be improved drastically (Coates et al., 2013).
While the next stage, operation stage, requires energy efficient architecture,
supporting less cost and more computational power. The existing CPU/GPU
systems have power efficiency of ~10 GFLOPS/W, while the latest
estimation indicated a requirement of ~100 GFLOPS/W. A dynamic
architecture support is required to satisfy the growing requirement of energy
of DNNs for processing massive data (Wang et al., 2014).
Over the years, researchers have developed several deep learning
algorithms for handling big datasets (Geoffrey et al., 2006; Bengio et al.,
2007; Mohamed et al., 2012; Tzeng et al., 2015). Automatic extraction of
large volumes of complex unsupervised data is an added advantage of deep
learning algorithms compared to other conventional algorithms (Najafabadi
et al., 2015). Yet deep learning approaches are currently in infancy, future
applications must contribute towards integrating deep learning with other
big data techniques to address several problems.
4

Optimisation techniques: Optimisation techniques are used to resolve
quantitative problems by performing numerical analysis. They are implemented
in many fields including bioinformatics. Global optimisation problems are often
solved using computational techniques such as genetic algorithms (Langdon,
1998), simulated annealing, quantum annealing and adaptive simulated
annealing (Sahimi and Hamzehpour, 2010). Specific optimisation algorithms
including particle swarm optimisation (Engelbrecht, 2014), evolutionary
programming (Kothari, 2012) along with ant colony optimisation inspired from
nature are used in handling big data. Yet, these algorithms require enormous
computational cost and time. Research has progressed towards scaling up of
optimisation algorithms (Yang et al., 2008; Slavakis et al., 2014; Cevher et al.,
2014) towards big data applications.

Highlighting the application of each of these algorithms towards bioinformatics problems
is illustrated as a summary in Table 2.
•

Data interpretation
Interpretation and analysis of results play a vital role in understanding the outcome
of data analytics. The robustness of model is evaluated using statistical techniques
such as cross validation, sum of squared error (SSE), confusion matrix and many
more parameters, etc.
1

Cross validation is a model evaluation technique used in classifiers. It does not
use entire data to train the classifier, and the amount of data held out is used to
test the performance of classifier. Cross validation reduces the randomness in
datasets. Some of the popular methods of cross validation include holdout
method, K-fold cross validation and leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV)
(Refaeilzadeh et al., 2009). Holdout method splits the dataset into train and test
samples, although it is simple, this method associated with high variance and
increased computational cost. K-fold cross validation is an improved version of
holdout method, it divides the dataset into k subsets. Here, k subsets are used as
test sample while other k − 1 subsets are used in train sample. This method
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reduces the variance by k-times, but the computation increases k-fold larger.
LOOCV is a type of K-fold cross-validation technique, where k = N, here N =
number of data points and N − 1 datasets are used for train samples and
remaining instances are chosen to test samples. This method provides good error
estimate but the initial pass is computationally expensive (Arlot and Celisse,
2010). Based on the characteristics of dataset, a relevant cross-validation
technique is selected for validation of error probability in model. Crossvalidation techniques have been used extensively for model selection and
refinement in bioinformatics (Varma and Simon, 2006; Mitchell, 2014).
2

SSE is used for both clustering and classification tasks. The statistical parameter
is used to measure the amount of cohesion associated with the outcome.
Cohesion is, in turn, measured as the distance between every data item and its
centroid (i.e. mean) value in the cluster (Tsai et al., 2015). The value of cohesion
must be as minimal as possible to achieve better performance. SSE is calculated
using the formula:
k

n

SSE = ∑∑D( xij − ci )
i =1 j =1

1 ni
∑xij
ni j =1
The terms in equations are as follows: ni = amount of data available in nth
cluster; k = number of clusters; ci = mean for ith cluster; xij = jth item in ith
cluster; the distance measure used in data mining problems may either be
Euclidean distance, cosine similarity or Manhattan distance. Euclidean distance
is most commonly used and defined as:

where ci =

1

2 ⎞2
⎛ d
D ( pi , p j ) = ⎜ ∑ pi , p j ⎟
⎝ i =1
⎠

Positions of two data instances are defined by pi and pj.
3

Confusion matrix is another parameter used to evaluate the performance of
clustering and classification tasks. The tabular matrix describes the importance
of actual vs. predicted class value.
Predicted class
Actual class

Predicted positive

Predicted negative

Actual positive

True positive (TP)

False negative (FN)

Actual negative

False positive (FP)

True negative (TN)

The terms used in table are described.
TP: when both the actual and predicted values turn out to be positive, it is called
TP.
FP: if the predicted outcome would be positive, whereas the actual outcome is
negative, it is called FP.
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TN: when both the actual and predicted values turn out to be negative, it is
called TN.
FN: if the predicted outcome would be negative when the actual outcome is
positive, it is called FN.
For classification tasks, different statistical parameters including precision (p),
recall (r), F-measure along with accuracy are used to interpret whether the data
misclassified or not into category ‘A’ while it actually does not to belong to that
category ‘A’. The formulae for precision, recall and F-measure are shown
below:
p = TP/ ( TP+FP )
r = TP/ ( TP+FN )
F − measure = 2 pr / ( p + r )

accuracy = ( TN+TP ) / ( TN+TP+FN+FP )

4

5

Data visualisation techniques are used to interpret information by graphical
measures (Friedman, 2008). With the help of tables and charts, information can
be clearly communicated. However, as data expand visualisation using
traditional tables and images tend to be complicated. Big data visualisation
differs from traditional visualisation approaches. Techniques such as geometric
modelling and feature extraction can be implemented prior to imaging to reduce
data dimensionality (Liang et al., 2010). It is important to choose proper data
representation before visualisation (Thompson et al., 2011). The growth of data
visualisation in big data era seems to be developing at an increased pace.
According to a report by International Data Group supported by Statistical
Analysis System (SAS), 98% of big data companies demonstrate the results of
analytics with the help of visualisation techniques. Visualisation techniques
support ad-hoc analytics and advance information sharing to enhance decisionmaking strategies (SAS White Paper, 2012).

Technologies for handling big data

Data availability and scalability are two requirements for any big data platforms. It is
essential to conserve and recover data based on demand of users. Data loss must be
prevented at all instances, including at time of server failure. In other terms, data
availability is one of the biggest concerns for all types of big data architectures (Zicari,
2013). Data replication is a technique to increase data availability by redundancy.
Replication creates numerous copies of data and shares it to multiple storage devices in
distributed mode such that users share the same information throughout (Mazilu, 2010;
Das and De Sarkar, 2012). While data are stored at more than one site, data are often
fetched from the nearest source to the request. Suppose one node fails, users can access
the same data via other replicas. Thereby, replication enhances the availability and
prevents data loss in distributed systems (Hu, 2016).
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Obtainability of these two features in turn helps to develop better big data
architectures in future. This section focuses on providing a summary of presently used
popular big data platforms in bioinformatics.
Big data platforms have been developed for storing, processing and managing
massive data. They can be classified based on several aspects.
One of the popular methods of classification is based on nature of processing: either
batch or stream (Philip Chen and Zhang, 2014). Batch processing handles all the jobs
collected at a single instance, they are quite effective in handling large volumes of data.
One of the primary challenges is the latency in computation due to large volumes of data.
Prominent examples of batch processing architecture include Apache Hadoop and
MapReduce (Ranger et al., 2007), Jaspersoft BI suite (http://www.jaspersoft.com/),
Pentaho business analytics (http://www.pentaho.com/), Dyrad (Isard et al., 2007),
Tableau (http://www.tableau.com/h1) and Talend Open Studio (Brooks, 2009). Coming
to stream processing, the model processes a small amount of input window at each
iteration. The processing state reflects current state of data instance, which makes it
suitable for handling real-time data. Some of the big data tools designed based on stream
processing are Apache Storm (http://storm-project.net/), Apache Kafla (http://
kafka.apache.org/), SQLstream s-Server (http://www.sqlstream.com/products/server/),
SAP Hana (https://hcp.sap.com/index.html) and Splunk (Samson, 2012).
However, there is very less effort seen to classify big data platforms based on
scalability (Singh and Reddy, 2014). Scalability is an important feature which must be
adopted in big data systems for handling large datasets. It is well known that
bioinformatics datasets are quite massive with increasing demand for effective
processing. This study focuses on classification based on scaling techniques.
Framework supporting big data analytics may be embedded in single server or
multiple servers. In single server system, the data are distributed in a single hardware
among multiple processors or cores. Centred on their nature of arrangement, such
architecture is called vertical scaling. This type of platform is associated with high cost
of hardware and processor. While in multiple server system, the data are distributed
among numerous servers between multiple instances of operating systems, called as
horizontal scaling. Based on these architectures, extensive range of tools has been
developed to support big data analytics. Software firms including IBM, Amazon,
Cloudera, Microsoft and Oracle have developed their own big data platforms to support
requirement of their clients (IBM, Amazon, Cloudera, Microsoft and Oracle). Some of
the prominent architectures for big data analytics based on their type of scaling technique
are discussed below:

5.1 Vertical scaling techniques
Some popular techniques in vertical scaling include high performance computing (HPC)
and GPU. They are discussed in this section:
a

HPC: It is one of the traditional vertical scaling platforms oriented in commodity
cluster. It performs large-scale processing of data in parallel (Buyya, 1999). They are
often called as super computers, associated with high-performance hardware. In
parallel processing, communication between multiple clusters is achieved by
message passing interface (MPI). MPI is a common communication infrastructure
used over the decades for exchanging data across multiple nodes. In this framework,
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the processes are survived as long as the data are being executed; hence, it is wellsuited in iterative programming mode, unlike Hadoop ecosystem.
The cost of HPC hardware is often very high, but such computing environment is
associated with reduced fault tolerance compared to earlier HPC architectures. HPC
platform, these days, have been modified to deal with failures, as it is quite an
alarming issue. Most HPC applications use MPI to introduce recovery features after
failure, for data transfers along with maintenance of productivity in future systems.
Earlier, HPCs were facing occasional failures leading to restarting of all computing
nodes due to failure in a single node. Advanced-fault tolerant techniques have the
potential to prevent application restart, allowing MPI to detect failures at higher
pace, thereby reducing fault tolerance compared to earlier HPC systems. HPC
architecture also supports master/slave hierarchy although slave and master
processes can be interchanged at any point of parallelism (Abachi, 2013). Although
HPC clusters are highly effective for iterative processes, performance evaluation at
larger scale is essential. When the system is scaled up, the performance maybe
degraded, while cost upgrading turns out to be exorbitant. Concurrent memory
access in shared environment reduces the power of processors. Larger and effective
cache must be designed to support effective access to memory devices, which in turn
increases the cost of hardware. The bottleneck in such cases would require scaling
techniques to support effective distributed data processing at low cost and high
speed. Managing both high cost and data scalability in parallel processing HPC
systems is a matter of concern in medium- and small-scale sectors.
b

GPU computing: GPU driven computing is based on specialised electronic device,
which handles graphical output, they process data several times faster when
compared to CPU. Electronic hardware accelerates the creation of images in a frame
buffer that displays the output. They are used primarily in managing computer
graphics and image processing applications (Owens et al., 2008). Due to their nature
of parallelism, they are also used for processing of massive datasets. Performance of
the GPUs has been increasing consistently over the years with advances in
technology. The first GPU was developed by Nvidia named as ‘GeForce 256’.
Current technological advances in GPU computing are briefly discussed below.
‘GeForce 8’ series GPUs released in the recent years again by Nvidia are used for
general purpose computing referred to as GPGPU. While platform compute unified
device architecture (CUDA) released by Nvidia is accessible for all users without
having any hardware specifications. OpenCL is another recent initiative that
enhances portability by development of code in GPUs as well as CPUs. Both CUDA
and OpenCL are implemented in C programming language (Nickolls and Dally,
2010). OpenCL is by far the best model developed to support parallel programming
platform on multiple machines (https://www.khronos.org/opencl/). Some of the
prominent microprocessor sectors that produce the hardware components are Nvidia,
Intel, AMD/ATI, S3 Graphics and Matrox. GPUs are used from mainframes to PC
cards in workstation.
All these features endorse GPUs as favourable devices that support big data
analytics. GPUs are also utilised to develop faster machine learning algorithms. One
such example is GPUMiner. It is used to execute some of the machine learning
algorithms on GPU based on CUDA framework (Fang et al., 2008). Nvidia
conducted several case studies to demonstrate the power of GPUs in big data
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analytics towards commercial and consumer applications. GPUs are implemented by
companies suchas Shazam, Cortexica and Salesforce.com for processing large
datasets along with development of algorithms for image recognition and big data
analytics (Rath, 2013). GPU accelerators were designed in IBM on distributed
computing environment, for handling big data using Hadoop. It was examined that
IBM power CPUs along with GPU accelerators executed a job eight times faster
compared with a standalone power system without GPUs (Bell, 2014).
Although GPUs are powerful resources for handling big data they have their own
limitations to be addressed. The basic disadvantage is due to its limited memory. A
maximum of 12 GB memory can be utilised per GPU. As data size increases beyond
the memory of GPU, disk access becomes slower and it in turn degrades
computation performance. Besides, sequential data processing is less effective
compared to CPU, due to its design inefficiencies. Developing algorithms for GPU is
quite an intensive task due to requirement of low-level programming. Several
algorithms cannot be parallelised in GPU owing to inbuilt data interdependencies in
the algorithms.
The restricted instruction set in GPU makes it ideal choice for deep learning
analytics and data visualisation. On the other hand, several other data processing
tasks could be performed cost-effectively by harnessing the CPU rather than in GPU.
In the coming years, it would be beneficial for enterprises to integrate the services of
GPUs along with that of CPU to form hybrid platform for supporting wide range of
applications (Asay, 2016).

5.2 Horizontal scaling techniques
Some of the prominent techniques including NoSQL, Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark
are discussed in this section
C

NoSQL: It is a type of horizontal scaling design commonly referred as ‘Not Only
SQL’ devised by Carlo Strozzi (Strozzi, 2007; Strauch, 2009). The data are stored
across multiple nodes among multiple servers in non-relational databases. Its
architecture supports parallelism with high performance for processing of large
datasets. The database does not support any declarative query language or predefined
schema, unlike RDBMS system. NoSQL is formulated based on the consistency,
availability and partial tolerance (CAP) theorem. CAP theorem declares that a
distributed environment cannot support the following three properties at an instance
of time: CAP. While Atomicity Consistency Isolation and Durability(ACID)
transactions are not supported in NoSQL systems, BASE acronym was devised by
Eric Brewer to describe the features (Catell, 2010). BASE indicates basically
available, soft state system with eventual consistency. Based on the nature of its
functionality, NoSQL databases are categorised into four different categories:
•

Key-value store: They are elementary type of NoSQL architecture designed to
handle huge data. Data are stored in the database as a hash table comprising of
key-value pair. The key entity is unique, defined by strings, lists, hashes, sets.
The value entity in the hash table is defined as string, JSON or BLOB. Keyvalue store is implemented in Redis, Dynamo, FoundationDB and OrientDB to
name a few databases. Key-value NoSQL databases are suitable to scale large
volumes of records for multiple users per second. They can also handle loss of
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storage nodes without loss of entire application, due to build in redundancy.
They are best suited to handle the session information of users in web
applications (Reeve, 2013).
•

Column oriented: In this type of database, each column is treated as an entity
and data are stored in column stores. Column stores are used to access specific
data from columns. Aggregation queries work better in such databases. They are
implemented usually in data warehouses and customer relationship management
(CRM). Some of the prominent examples of column databases are BigTable,
SimpleDB, HBase, Vertica and Cassandra. Column-oriented databases are
suitable for handling datasets which are larger than the available RAM.
Compression of such data can be done efficiently in column-oriented databases.
Genomic data generated from sequencing experiments can be stored and
analysed using these databases (Aniceto et al., 2015).

•

Document oriented: Data are stored inside documents in this model and the
model assembles similar documents together. The document is defined as a keyvalue collection in which the key allows access to its value. Specific schema is
not defined in the model; hence, they are easy to update and modify. The
architecture is supported in MongoDB, Clusterpoint, Couchbase and CouchDB
databases. As these databases are schema less, they can store two documents
having different schema in same row. As an example, they can store twitter data
from users depicting their profile and other associated attributes. The user
profiles can be stored based on attributes relevant to each user. In a study, the
expression levels of human kidney and liver were compared using RNA samples
obtained from Illumina. The transcripts were filtered, aligned and subjected to
statistical analysis. The genes expressed in kidney and liver samples were
identified, followed by collection of documents for each type to create graph
node. The reference relationship approach connected all the components,
genomic documents and complementary information to obtain document-based
representation (Vera et al., 2015).

•

Graph: The data are stored as a graph in graph databases. The database is a
collection of vertices and edges. Each node and edge is defined by a unique
identifier. While the nodes in graph increase, the cost for local hop is constant.
Here, the cost of local hop refers to the weight associated on an edge between
any two nodes. The databases designed with this architecture include Neo4J,
InfiniteGraph, Allegro and Stardog. Graph databases can be suitable for
bioinformatics applications, based on the type of queries to be executed. The
human interaction network from STRING v9.05 consisting of 20,140 proteins
and 2.2 million edges was imported into Neo4J, a NoSQL graph database. The
queries were executed on Cypher, the declarative language of Neo4J to find
immediate neighbours, best scoring path and the shortest path between any two
proteins. The Cypher queries ran 36×, 981× and 2441× faster for all the three
tasks compared to traditional SQL queries. Integrating efficient algorithms with
graph databases was found to be quite beneficial in this study (Have and Jensen,
2013).
NoSQL are effective datastore devices for storing complex non-relational data
associated with faster query retrieval rate. Yet, the platform has several
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limitations. NoSQL systems such as MongoDB, CouchDB supports indexing,
but they do not exploit the logarithmic scalability of B-tree index as in case of
traditional SQL databases. Also, NoSQL systems provide limited enterprise
facilities in case of failure when compared to RDBMS vendors. Additionally,
NoSQL databases offer minimal support for ad-hoc query and analysis.
Furthermore, NoSQL systems are complex consistency models, and also lack
standardisation making it difficult to design. Another concern is that the security
machinery must be enforced at middleware by developers to overcome the
security threats. Thereby, NoSQL systems can be favoured only when
application designers are able to overcome the limitations of design and security
(Moniruzzaman and Hossain, 2013).

d

Apache Hadoop: It is a Java-based horizontal scaling open-source framework for
processing large datasets (Apache Hadoop website). The elementary components of
Hadoop are HDFS and MapReduce.
•

HDFS: HDFS is a reliable file storage system for big datasets embedded on
clusters among multiple servers. It was inspired from the principle of GFS
introduced by Google with advanced scalability and reliability supporting up to
300 terabytes of data storage (Ghemawat et al., 2003). HDFS supports a dual
flow with master slave architecture, comprising the NameNode and the
DataNode. NameNode acts as a master server which stores and manages the
metadata information along with the regulation of file access to the clients. Each
file in the NameNode is further divided into a number of blocks, which are
stored in the DataNode. DataNode, usually single node per cluster, is used to
manage the storage components and respond to the read and write requests from
the clients file system. When a data node fails to respond to the user’s request,
the NameNode forwards the request to a similar node to perform its function. If
the name node fails at an instance, then the current operation is halted and the
process prior to the current operation is recovered by analysing the metadata
stored in the main memory. The HDFS architecture supports minimised fault
tolerance by increasing the availability of the data to the client (Borthakur,
2007).

•

MapReduce: It is a distributive data processing framework in Hadoop,
developed by Google to support data parallelism (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008).
The input dataset directed from HDFS is subjected to mapper and reducer
functions. Mapper function reads the data and generates transformed data, which
is forwarded to the reducers. The reducers collect distorted outcomes from
mappers to generate the final output, which is written back to the HDFS. The
architecture of MapReduce is shown in Figure 4.
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Architecture of MapReduce

The Hadoop framework can be installed on commodity Linux/Unix cluster to
support distributed data processing, along with features for scale up. Major hardware
modifications are not required apart from minimal specifications for disk space and
RAM. Another feature worth noticing, Hadoop supports data locality by scheduling
mapper tasks ‘closer’ to the data allocated in the same rack. This feature enhances
Hadoop's performance to support minimal fault tolerance.
Significant contributions have been reported since the advent of Hadoop towards
parallel processing of large datasets using MapReduce architecture. Some of the
studies reflecting improvements in scalability and performance of Hadoop
architecture over the years are listed below:
In a study conducted by Google, MapReduce was implemented initially on large
clusters for parallelised data processing (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). In another
study, MapReduce was programmed along with meta-learning to improve scalability
of MapReduce on large datasets. The meta-learning algorithm was called as MetaMapReduce (MMR). MMR showed better performance compared to AdaBoost and
AdaBoost PL algorithms (Liu et al., 2015). In another study, the performance of
MapReduce was improved by processing skewed MapReduce jobs in FP-Hadoop
prototype. The results indicated better performance of FP-Hadoop compared to
native Hadoop (Liroz-Gistau et al., 2015).
Apart from HDFS and MapReduce, Hadoop is integrated with other ‘software
libraries’ to form Hadoop ecosystem. These software libraries offer additional
functionalities to existing Hadoop platform:
•

Powerful mapper/reducer capabilities.

•

Better utilisation of I/O operations.

•

Faster setup time for rapid movement.

•

Linear scaling of hardware for better service.

•

Elimination of constant iteration on same dataset.

•

Better ecosystem support.
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The software libraries that form a part of Hadoop ecosystem are discussed below:
i

Apache HBase: It is a non-relational, distributed column-oriented NoSQL
database system implemented on top of HDFS, inspired by Google’s BigTable
initiative (Chang et al., 2006). It stores large amount of sparse datasets and
performs random read and write operations at real time. HBase requires
ZooKeeper for its implementation (Apache HBase).

ii

Apache Hive: It is a distributed data warehouse system in Hadoop that supports
data summarisation and storage. The Hive queries are developed to perform
database operations using HiveQL, a similar language like SQL. The platform
was developed by FaceBook to provide better infrastructure for data storage and
computation, in comparison with MapReduce (Thusoo et al., 2009; Apache
Hive).

iii Apache Pig: It is used to simplify the MapReduce functions by defining a highlevel platform called Pig Latin (Olston et al., 2008). The language is similar to
that of RDBMS SQL functions. Pig Latin is much easier to optimise compared
to MapReduce programs (Apache Pig).
iv

Apache Mahout: It is a framework that supports the application of machine
learning algorithms on Hadoop platform (Apache Mahout). The core machine
learning algorithms including clustering, classification and collaborative
filtering are implemented on top of HDFS.

v

Apache Oozie: It is a workflow manager implemented in Java, to accomplish
Hadoop jobs. The schedule of actions for all Hadoop jobs is implemented in a
control-dependent direct acyclic graph (Apache Oozie).

vi

Apache ZooKeeper: It is a centralised framework that supports distributed
configuration with synchronisation services (Apache Zookeeper). Parallel
processing between enormous clusters is achieved with the help of high-end
features.

vii Apache Flume: It is a distributed framework used to collect, aggregate and
relocate large amount of streaming data. Unstructured data are uploaded into
HDFS via flume (Apache Flume).
viii Apache Sqoop: It is an interface used to transfer bulk data between Hadoop and
relational databases like SQL (Apache Sqoop). The data are imported from
single or multiple tables, populated in the ecosystem like HBase or Hive.
All the above components support Hadoop ecosystem for processing of large
datasets. Hadoop is considered one of the prominent distributed platforms offering
reliable scalability and performance for voluminous data. The Hadoop ecosystem is
shown in Figure 5, where each box in the figure represents an entity of the Hadoop
architecture. Unstructured data are given as input by flume and fed into HDFS,
followed by mapreduce for data processing. Based on the nature of application preprocessed data is fed into other components for analysis, resulting in structured data,
which is received as output in sqoop.
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The Hadoop ecosystem (see online version for colours)

Alternatively, there are some limitations of Hadoop platform observed by big data
expertise (Shafer et al., 2010). Some of the limitations of Hadoop are discussed:
•

HDFS notion results in storing multiple copies of the same ‘big’ data, due to a
threshold minimum requirement of three copies.

•

There is minimal SQL query support offered by Hadoop data warehouse even
though hive provides SQL-like query language HiveQL. When functionalities of
SQL are compared with Hadoop, there are quite a few limitations observed in
Hadoop. SQL offers minimal leakage of abstractions, as queries are quite simple
and fast to execute due to indexes. Whereas Hadoop does not support indexing.
Tables are scanned fully and re-sorted leading to leaky abstractions and slower
execution. Hadoop platform fails to offer SQL-like operations when data are not
structured. For instance, to process binary blobs, Hadoop performs repeated
visits to namenode to locate and process data.

•

Hadoop clusters are generally huge in size due to inefficient execution of HDFS
queries. It is for the reason that Hadoop does not support the concept of query
optimiser. Thereby, clusters obtained will be drastically larger, compared to the
requirement of an analogous catalogure. It fails to pick up the cost-efficient
query plan for execution.

•

It is observed that some of the data mining libraries like Mahout are
implemented inefficiently. It is difficult task to set up mahout on existing
Hadoop cluster. Furthermore, mahout has a lot of documentations which are
outdated for its current version. This has paved way in making its number of
active user community very less. Mahout supports classification, collaborative
filtering and clustering algorithms for data sets. The tool is also extensible to
support applications such as dimensionality reduction, similarity measures, topic
modelling, text vectorisation, along with math library. Nevertheless, to exploit
these features, expertise in Java programming is essential. Hence, the developers
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need to have profound knowledge of MapReduce and Java programming skills
to develop and implement algorithms in mahout (Landset et al., 2015).
•

Owing to sheer complexity, Hadoop security model is disabled and default in
nature. It must be enabled manually while handling the platform, while this fails
to happen, data will be at risk of privacy. Additionally, Hadoop does not encrypt
data at storage and network levels leading to inefficient data handling.

•

MapReduce programming in iterative mode is quite a challenging task. It is
known that machine learning algorithms like k-means, and graph embedded
tasks require incremental or iterative computation. Since mapreduce operations
are stateless, the execution of incremental algorithms requires supervision of
iteration chains and state to be done manually.

Hence, these issues have enforced acquisition of Hadoop along with other big data
platforms to organise and deliver efficient performance.
e

Apache Spark: It is user-friendly, open source-cluster computing paradigm
developed by Matei Zaharia at UC Berkeley in 2009 (Zaharia et al., 2012). Spark
supports efficient in-memory data storage and real-time parallel processing.
Intermediate results are stored in memory, rather than in disks, thereby eliminating
the need to store the same dataset multiple times. The Spark-framework supports
iterative processing of large datasets and it is comparatively 100 times faster than
Hadoop. Data processing is supported on multiple platforms such as Java, Scala and
Python using Spark SQL for handling query. The Spark ecosystem comprises of
Spark Core Application Program Interface (API) along with additional files and
libraries to support big data analytics. The libraries maintained in Spark include the
following:
•

Spark streaming: It is used to process real-time streaming data by implementing
DStream, composed of a series of resilient distributed datasets (RDDs).

•

Spark SQL: They are SQL-like queries that provide the capabilities to expose
Spark datasets over Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) APIs. Extraction,
transformation and loading tasks are supported on user data, by supporting adhoc query system.

•

Spark MLlib: It is scalable machine learning library supported by Spark which
comprises of algorithms for classification, clustering, regression, dimensionality
reduction and collaborative filtering.

•

Spark GraphX: It is a Spark API that supports parallel computation via GraphX.
GraphX extends from Spark RDDs by introducing a directed multi-graph
associated with properties at each node and edge. Such graph is called as
resilient distributed property graph. Fundamental graph operations are also
supported in GraphX.

Other third-party libraries associated in Spark are as follows:
•

BlinkDB: It is a query engine that is used to implement iterative SQL queries on
massive datasets. The results of query are annotated along with significant error
bars.
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•

Tachyon: It is a distributed file system oriented towards enabling file sharing
across cluster frameworks such as MapReduce and Spark. The files are stored in
memory and it allows execution of multiple queries at an instance of time.

•

Cassandra Connector: It is used to integrate Spark and Cassandra database to
support big data analytics.

•

SparkR: It supports integration of Spark and R programming language.

Spark is highly scalable with over 8000 nodes in production, making it a suitable
prototype for next-generation analytics of big data (Zaharia et al., 2012).
A recent survey conducted by Syncsort reveals that 70% of the respondents were
interested in Spark platform as compared to other big data platforms including
Hadoop ecosystem. The respondents included 250 prominent data scientists, IT
developers, data architects and managers from across the globe from different sectors
comprising of healthcare, finance and retail. The annual revenue of two-thirds of
those who participated in the survey was over $100 million. The primary factor for
70% of the respondents to choose Apache Spark was due to its flexibility and speed
as compared to mapreduce architecture which was associated with high latency in
batch mode. Mapreduce stood as a second choice with 55% of respondents choosing
it compared to Spark (Hess, 2016).
Yet, Spark platform faces issues with reference to memory consumption and
garbage collection for certain tasks. If size of dataset is greater than the available
memory, Spark fails to leverage its cache to perform memory operations. In fact,
there is high probability that it would become much slower compared to batch
processing of mapreduce. Additionally, Spark faces scalability issues while
performing computationally intensive tasks. Consequently, it is preferred to use
Spark platform for data processing tasks rather than intensive tasks.
The Apache Spark framework is shown in Figure 6. Each box represents
interrelation between different Spark libraries.
Figure 6

Apache Spark framework
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5.3 Combining vertical and horizontal scaling platform
This section including cloud computing technique is discussed.
f

Cloud computing: Cloud computing is a ubiquitous concept slowly exhibiting its
widespread potential in different domains. Scaling can be performed by both
vertically, horizontally or even diagonally in cloud computing architecture. Hence, it
is essential to categorise the technology apart from other groups of big data
platforms.
Major advantage of cloud comes by on-demand resource adaptation to users via
virtualisation. Virtualisation has enabled creation of virtual specification for system
resources including hardware platform, processors, storage device and operating
system. A single physical server can be used to implement multiple virtual machines,
thereby saving cost of server and its maintenance. The usage of on-demand virtual
machines is called as cloud computing (Armbrust et al., 2009; Buyya et al., 2009).
The centralised framework comprising of virtual machines and large number of
CPUs are used to store and manage vast amount of data expanded over the internet
as cloud. A cloud can be public, private or hybrid depending on the mode of
deployment. The resource available in clouds can be dynamically allocated among
multiple users via single server. Cloud computing favours the management of big
data with powerful hardware resources at low cost avoiding major obstacles to user
(Mell et al., 2009). Some of the popular vendors of on-demand cloud computing are
Amazon, IBM, Google, Sun Microsystems and Microsoft. Cloud computing model is
deployed based on the following:
•

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): Virtual devices such as servers, operating
systems offered on demand falls under IaaS. They are the bottom layer of the
cloud computing stack (Buyya et al., 2011). Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
developed by Amazon Web Services offers virtual machines to be customised in
physical servers under IaaS.

•

Platform as a service (PaaS): It offers an environment to create applications
without the knowledge of the memory and processors required for the
application (Nurmi et al., 2009). The application is supported by programming
models and security authentication. AppEngine of Google provides PaaS for
users to develop web applications in Java or Python integrated with
authentication service for Google Accounts.

•

Software as a service: It is the top layer of the cloud computing stack offering
applications to end-users through online services (Appistry, 2009). It eliminates
the burden of software maintenance and simplifies the procedures for software
testing. CRM models are offered to customers by Salesforce.com to access and
customise their applications on demand.

Cloud computing platform offers reliable cost-efficient solution to handle big data.
Performance in cloud is highly scalable with increased storage capacity (Hayes,
2008). The architecture of cloud computing is shown in Figure 7. The figure
illustrates the relationship between cloud services for managing and securing big
data via usage of different APIs.
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Architecture of cloud computing

Several developments have been associated with research in cloud computing over
the years by deployment in bioinformatics applications. Techniques such as grid and
parallel computing have been used in bioinformatics applications (Cannataro, 2009).
Two main bioinformatics datasets including UniGene data provided by NCBI and
annotated human genome dataset provided by ENSEMBL have been hosted in public
repository of Amazon EC2 (AWS Public Datasets). Cloud platform provides elastic
computational ability along with reproducible cloud analysis by storing data in cloud
(Dudley and Butte, 2010). The list of bioinformatics resources available in cloud is
discussed in a study (Schatz et al., 2010). Several cloud-based applications have been
reported in bioinformatics in recent years. The management of omics data was
achieved using ontology techniques and web services for parallel computing in a
study (Cannataro and Guzzi, 2013).
Other prominent studies exploring the importance of cloud architecture towards
social network is reported. In one such study, cloud computing was implemented as
‘social cloud’ to share resources in social networks (Zhang et al., 2015). In another
study, a cloud centric platform with Software Defined Networking (SDN) support
was developed to provide a big data architecture for social TV analytics. This SDN
supports integration of SDN and Hadoop to enable faster data processing rate, while
the social media system extracts information pertaining to TV programmes from
microblogs. This system is quite feasible and gives effective performance (Hu et al.,
2015).
Yet, there are major issues to be tackled with respect to cloud computing, due to
increased time and cost during transfer of data to and from cloud. Moreover, cloud
fails to perform data transfer due to network bandwidth incompatibility. Another
concern to be addressed is regarding the privacy protection of datasets on publicly
accessible servers.
After discussing the technologies available to handle big data, it is essential to identify
the pros and cons of each solution towards big data problems. Illustrating the key
characteristics of each technology is Table 3.
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Table 3

Comparative analysis of different big data architectures

Features

NoSQL

Type of
scalability

Horizontal Horizontal

Programming
language

-

Data type
(structured,
semistructured or
unstructured)

Schemas

MapReduce

Spark

GPU

Cloud

Horizontal Horizontal Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Both
horizontal
and vertical

C, Python
or Java

HiveQL
(SQL-like
language)

PigLatin
scripting
language

Supports
Java (for
lesser
legacy
codes) ,
Fortran and
C

Scala, Java

Supports C,
C++,
Fortran or
Python

Specific to
operating at
system
level.
Platform
independent
(Java,
Python,
Perl, Ruby);
Platform
dependent
(C, C++)

Can
handle all
the three
types of
data

Can handle
all the three
types of
data

Deals
with
structured
and semistructured
data

Can
handle all
the three
types of
data

Primarily
handles
unstructured
data

Can handle
semistructured
or
unstructured
data
explicitly
supports
structured
data
processing
via API's

Primarily
handles
unstructured
data

Primarily
handles
unstructured
data

No

No

Yes
(implicit)

Yes
(explicit)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Batch
Batch
Batch
processing processing processing

Batch
processing
in microbatches

Stream
processing

Stream
processing

Uses
resilient
distributed
datasets for
parallel
operations

High fault
tolerance

High fault
tolerance

Suitable for
unstructured
data
analysis

Suitable for
unstructured
data
analysis

Suitable for
unstructured
data
analysis

Batch
Batch
Type of
processing
processing processing
(batch/stream)

Hive

Pig

HPC

Fault
tolerance

Minimal
fault
tolerance

Better fault
tolerance
compared to
NoSQL

Better
fault
tolerance
compared
to NoSQL

Better
Better fault
fault
tolerance
tolerance
compared
to NoSQL

Data-type

Suitable
for semistructured
data
analysis

Suitable for
unstructured
data
analysis

Suitable
for
structured
data
analysis

Suitable
for semistructured
data
analysis

6

Suitable for
unstructured
data
analysis

Applications of big data tools in bioinformatics

Previous section discussed about the different ecosystems available for big data analytics.
It is further important to understand the application of these technologies in different
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domains of bioinformatics. The ultra-large-scale datasets in bioinformatics must be
precisely stored, managed and processed using big data analytics. A generalised
framework for big data analytics in bioinformatics is shown in Figure 8. This framework
is one of the many possible frameworks illustrated for big data analytics. This section
emphasises on the different arenas in bioinformatics which focuses on big data analytics.
Figure 8

The workflow of big data analytics in bioinformatics

6.1 Genomics and proteomics
Genomics includes organised study of genes, their functionalities and associations,
whereas proteomics deals with study of proteins and their complexes along with posttranslational modifications (Berrar et al., 2007). The field of genomics is associated with
unprecedented amount of data obtained by sequencing genomes from multiple organisms.
The whole genome of a normal tissue compared with a cancerous tissue sample would
consume 1 terabyte space, while one million genomes require one million TB or 1
exabyte space (Schadt et al., 2010). It is quite a challenging task to integrate and derive
meaningful information from this massive data (Gantz and Reinsel, 2012; Lathe et al.,
2008; Marx, 2013). Hence, different big data analytics frameworks have been established
to manage and analyse genomic data.

6.1.1 Technologies
•

The initial application of big data analytics in bioinformatics was Cloudburst
software developed in Hadoop architecture. Cloudburst was developed by Michael
Schatz at the University of Maryland. The software supported the discovery of single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) by mapping short read sequence data to the
reference genome (Schatz, 2009; Cloudburst). Several algorithms similar to
cloudburst were developed for NGS analysis using Hadoop platform following the
initiative.
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•

Crossbow platform developed in Hadoop supported whole-genome re-sequencing for
short reads along with SNP genotyping analysis (Langmead et al., 2009; Crossbow).
The performance of Crossbow was tested on Amazon EC2, which proved to be quite
cost-effective compared to Hadoop platform (Schatz et al., 2010).

•

Contrail is software developed in Hadoop that generates a de novo assembly of short
sequence reads scaled up by construction of de Brujin graph (Chang et al., 2012;
contrail). Preliminary observations indicated that contigs produced by contrail are
similar in size and quality to that of bacterial genomes. The strategy can be used to
read large genomes of size 100 bp and beyond.

•

Myrna was developed in Hadoop for computing the short read alignment for RNA.
Myrna framework, initially designed in Hadoop, was implemented in clouds using
Amazon Elastic MapReduce. The differential expression analysis between genes was
implemented in both Gaussian and parallelised permutation tests. The tool, however,
fails to align reads across exon junctions, due to loss of expression signal (Langmead
et al., 2010; Myrna).

•

The genome analysis toolkit was another software platform developed using
MapReduce platform for robust analysis of next-generation DNA sequencing data.
The toolkit comprises of comprehensive variety of tools for discovering and
genotyping of genomes. The framework supports to write efficient and robust NGS
tools, while analyses of additional data patterns for detection of copy number
variations, inversions, local reference assembly are certain features to be included in
the tool (McKenna et al., 2010; the genome analysis toolkit).

•

A different MapReduce framework, CloudAligner was designed to map the short
read sequences generated by next-generation sequencing protocols. It achieved high
performance due to partitioning and parallelism as compared to RMAP, and faster
compared to CloudBurst (Nguyen et al., 2011; CloudAligner).

•

Another suite of MapReduce tool, Nephele, was developed to perform genotyping
via complete composition vector algorithm. Here, the sequences in a genome are
expressed as a vector based on the difference between the actual and expected
frequency of the DNA/protein subsequence of length k (k-mer) for a particular
window. It was observed that using Nephele, the processing time for generating
genotype trees was reduced to less than 2 h for 10,000, 16S samples (Colosimo et al.,
2011; Nephele).

•

Cloudgene, yet another MapReduce platform was developed as a graphical user
interface to support processing and analysis of large-scale datasets on clusters. The
application focuses on implementing public and private clouds for user data and also
supports the integration of available MapReduce bioinformatics applications
including HadoopBam, Seal, Crossbow, and Myrna into Cloudgene. Yet, the cluster
architecture is static which cannot be changed at runtime which is a drawback of the
tool (Schönherr et al., 2012; Cloudgene).

•

The comparison of large peptide sequences against a reference sequence obtained
from mass spectroscopy experiments was initiated by the development of a
proteomic search engine hydra. It is a MapReduce framework based on K-score
algorithm, used to handle large amount of peptide sequences, their modifications and
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the spectra generated by mass spectroscopy. The software was scalable in handling
datasets, as clusters associated with numerous processors (Lewis et al., 2012).
•

Another algorithm was devised for sequence fragment assembly which replaces the
limitations of de Brujin graph division method. This algorithm was devised in
MapReduce framework implementing parallel processing of large-scale genome
sequences (Xu et al., 2012).

•

Accounting to the need to manage and analyse DNA sequencing data, a parallel
algorithm, CloudBurst was designed to run on both MapReduce platform and cloud
computing architecture. The algorithm implements Myers’s bi-directed string graphs
to determine the overlaps among a pair of reads. The CloudBurst assembler yields
longer contigs compared to that of Contrail and Edena (Chang et al., 2012).

•

Genome sequence alignments were performed using parallelised approach using yet
another MapReduce framework comprising the map and reduce operations. Iterative
maps and fractal analysis techniques have been devised to develop an ‘alignmentfree’ solution to sequence and analyse genomes. The longest similar sequence has
been identified based on chaos game representation technique (Almeida et al., 2012;
chaos game representation website).

•

A Hadoop platform, BioPig was developed using MapReduce and Pig data flow
language to support sequencing of large-scale genomic data. BioPig analytical toolkit
greatly reduces the development time for parallel applications in bioinformatics
along with effective scalability by handling 500 GB of genome sequence data
(Nordberg et al., 2013; BioPig).

•

The evolutionary relationship among protein sequences is captured using protein
structure alignment. A parallel protein structure alignment was developed in Hadoop
framework comprising of a protein structure alignment algorithm, a refinement
model and a MapReduce programming model. The results concluded that this
approach refines the alignment results obtained from Protein Data Bank (PDB)
database better than previous algorithms (Hung and Lin, 2013).

•

An R package was developed using Hadoop clusters to support GWAS, called as
BlueSNP. The platform supports distributed data processing using MapReduce
framework, with associated applications like empirical p-value calculation and
examining the quantitative expression trait loci of several genes (Huang et al., 2013;
BlueSNP).

•

Another application focused on the prediction of RNA secondary structure, using
MapReduce framework. The RNA sequences were reduced to smaller chunks
initially prior to prediction followed by reconstruction phase. The prediction ability
of three chunking methods along with seven different secondary structure prediction
programmes was detected using two RNA sequence datasets. A robust parallel
environment along with statistical analysis was observed from this research finding
(Zhang et al., 2013).

•

Another tool, Rainbow was developed to overcome the limitations of Crossbow
when applied to large-scale whole-genome sequencing (WGS) projects. Rainbow is a
scalable, open-source software tool developed in Amazon EC2 cluster to WGS.
Rainbow analysed up to 500 different whole genome sequence in cloud computing
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mode. The human WGS data ware sequenced using Illumina HiSeq 2000 or HiSeq
2500 platforms (Zhao et al., 2013; Rainbow).

•

In another study, the genetic variants associated with genome-wide studies were
identified using parallelised random forest regression (PaRFR) algorithm. The
algorithm was implemented in MapReduce framework supported on Hadoop
ecosystem. PaRFR supports the identification of longitudinal changes in human brain
structure developed as a result of Alzheimer’s disease using genome-wide studies.
The SNPs associated with a trait are ranked and compared to a pairwise measure of
phenotypic proximity. The ensemble of trees was generated as a result of
computation (Wang et al., 2013).

•

Another study focused on development of SNP selection algorithm using
MapReduce architecture to analyse the HapMap YRI data. The outcomes indicated
that the algorithm was 10 times faster compared with the existing techniques (Chen
et al., 2014).

•

In another study, the large-scale genome networks were identified using a parallel
evolutionary hybrid genetic algorithm-particle swarm optimisation technique. The
algorithm was devised on MapReduce platform and implemented on different cloud
computing clusters. The computational speed was increased and high quality
inference was obtained for large-scale networks using this parallelised approach (Lee
et al., 2014).

•

Another software tool Mercury was devised as a cloud in Amazon Web Services via
DNAnexus platform to support massively parallel DNA sequencing. About 10,000
WGS samples have been tested on the software (Reid et al., 2014).

•

ADAM is a genomic analysis platform for storage and processing of genomic data
with specialised file formats. It achieves approximately 30× to 50× speed up. It can
successfully scale up to clusters larger than 100 nodes (Massie et al., 2013).

Although many technologies have been developed to handle genomic and proteomic data,
there are certain challenges to be tackled in storage, transfer and security of information.

6.2 Health informatics
Health informatics is a multidisciplinary approach for handling health information
technology (HIT) using approaches in computer science, management science,
behavioural science and others to improve health-care (Haux, 2010). Health informatics
generates enormous data ranging from petabytes to exabytes. The data include EHRs,
clinical notes, images and clinical research data. Such large data need to be managed
efficiently by application of analytics. Several tools have been developed in recent past to
support health and clinical data analytics, discussed below.

6.2.1 Technologies
•

In a study, Hadoop-geographical information system (GIS) framework was designed
to develop a spatial query system for medical imaging data. The medical pathology
images when processed by algorithms generate rich spatial information about human
tissues at micro-anatomic level. These spatial obtained information share similar
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characteristics to that of GIS. The queries were subjected to high-performance
declarative analysis via Hadoop-GIS system. The Hadoop-GIS system supported
high performance and efficient spatial query engine for partitioning and staging of
digital pathology image data (Wang et al., 2011).
•

In another study, an automatic cloud environment was designed for collecting and
disseminating electrocardiogram (ECG) data from real-time volunteers to perform
ECG beat analysis using software devices (Pandey et al., 2011).

•

In another study, the concept of cloud computing was adopted in HIT systems to
formulate ‘e-Health Cloud’. The opportunities and challenges of cloud computing in
health informatics were discussed in this study (AbuKhousa et al., 2012).

•

A user-friendly tool was designed in another study to manage health services and
clinical research data using MapReduce framework associated with pig latin script. It
was observed that the system was highly scalable with reduced processing time
(Horiguchi et al., 2012).

•

In another study, the risk of readmission for congestive heart patients for 30 days
was modelled using Hadoop by predictive modelling (Zolfaghar et al., 2013).

•

In another survey paper, the influence of cloud computing architecture in health
environment applications was studied (Pino and Di Salvo, 2013).

•

In another study, Hadoop infrastructure was implemented for distributed processing
of electrophysiological recordings for epilepsy clinical research. It was implemented
to manage 2 TB of patient data (Jayapandian et al., 2013).

•

A MapReduce framework was constructed in another study for processing huge
volumes of clinical health informatics data (Mohammed et al., 2014).

•

While another study proposed a dynamic slot allocation model developed in Hadoop
for analysis of healthcare datasets. The model focuses on maximal utilisation of slots
by allocating mapper and reducer functions on healthcare data (Bansal et al., 2014).

•

In another study, incremental and distributed reasoning technique was implemented
to construct large-scale ontologies which in turn were embedded on Hadoop and
amazon cloud to store and manage healthcare data (Liu et al., 2014).

•

Another cloud-based application was developed to integrate the healthcare data to
enable a fast interaction between the patient and healthcare provider (Sultana et al.,
2014).

•

Personalised medicine was empowered by applications of semantic web technology
on big data in health-care, leading to better clinical decisions and improvised health
outcomes (Panahiazar et al., 2014).

•

In another study, the importance of big data analytics healthcare domain focusing on
three potential medical research areas: image analytics, signal analytics and genomebased analytics (Belle et al., 2015).
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6.3 Drug discovery and design
Drug discovery is associated with collection, screening and analysis of enormous volume
of likely chemical compounds capable of inhibiting action of a drugable target. Such
compounds or molecules are subjected to screening purpose generates about terabytes of
data. Robust algorithms must be designed to explore the role of side-effect of a drug,
protein-drug interaction mechanism to screen the best possible candidate molecules for
drug design (Chan, 2013). The application of big data analytics in this context contributes
to assure improved drug safety and efficacy for pharmaceutical applications. The
contributions of big data analytics platform towards drug design are discussed further.

6.3.1 Technologies
•

In a study, Hadoop platform, AutoDockCloud was implemented to support
distributed computing of popular molecular docking platform AutoDock 4. The
software supported high-throughput virtual molecular docking with a speed of 450
on cloud computer, Kandinsky (Ellingson and Baudry, 2011).

•

In another study, the mechanism of HTS was accelerated by exploring cloud
computing platform. The platform supported parallel computing at enhanced speed
and efficiency at low cost to support the development of personalised medicine
(Garg et al., 2011).

•

Cloud computing was applied for molecular dynamic simulation to explore the
interaction between protein molecule and chemical compounds. The cloud
computing model was implemented in Amber and Gromacs platform to perform
simulation on a parallel computing and multiplatform client (Wibisono and
Suhartanto, 2012).

•

Virtual screening was performed by BINDSURF to determine the protein binding
sites from large ligand databases using massively parallel GPU architecture.
BINDSURF supported the execution of the application at optimal time and cost
(Guerrero et al., 2013).

•

In another study, SciDock was developed to support molecular docking based on
virtual screening workflow. The tool supported screening of 10,000 receptor ligand
pairs for protease enzymes of protozoan genomes. The performance of SciDock in
cloud virtual machine was improved in AutoDock and Vina platforms (Ocaña et al.,
2014).

•

A MapReduce framework was developed in distributed cloud platform to analyse
data from social media. The framework was applied to estimate the factors
responsible for modelling and predicting the drug usage in real world (Yakushev and
Mityagin, 2014).

•

A Hadoop-based MapReduce approach was designed to predict the effective drug
combination by developing SVM and Naïve Bayes classifiers. The approach is
believed to accelerate the rate of prediction of potential effective drugs in future (Sun
et al., 2014).
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•

In another study, Hadoop platform was developed to discover duplicate drug usage
by a patient at an instance of time. The prescription of duplicate drugs by this
approach was discovered to be 100 times faster compared to traditional relational
data warehouse approach (Cheng et al., 2014).

•

In another study, cloud computing was deployed to evaluate ligand-based modelling
on large datasets to test logP and Ames mutagenicity. The computing results were
generated at faster pace with reliable scalability (Moghadam et al., 2015).

6.4 System biology and cellular networks
System biology captures the system-level interpretation of cellular components and their
sub-processes at structural and functional levels. The field is commonly referred to as
network biology (Kanaya et al., 2014). Some of the common data types observed in this
field include genome sequences, molecular structures, gene expression profiles, binding
site and domain information, protein-protein interaction (PPI) data, mass spectrometry
data, and data obtained from metabolic pathways. The field is currently facing issues in
analysing huge biological networks data followed by integration. In such a state, efficient
statistical and mathematical models can be helpful for handling this ‘big biology’ data.

6.4.1 Technologies
•

The biomolecular networks built on large experimental data ware retrieved to
develop a novel network querying method CNetQ and CNetA, implemented as a
package Corbi in R. The computational results on simulated and real-time data
revealed that these methods achieved enhanced accuracy (Wu and Zhang, 2013;
Corbi).

•

A web server cGRNB (combinatorial Gene Regulatory Network Builder) was
developed for generating combinatorial gene regulatory networks by integrating gene
expression datasets and seed matching sequence information. Two datasets were
used for cGRNB network modules: miRNA-perturbed gene expression (MPGE)
dataset and miRNA/mRNA expression datasets (Xu et al., 2013).

•

In another study, an open-source framework was designed for predicting PPI
interactions using combination of heterogeneous features with pathway similarity
based on Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), semantic similarity
based on GO and similarities from PPI network topology. The framework ppiPre was
implemented as a package in R language (Gao et al., 2013; ppiPre).

•

The FAIRDOM [findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR) data,
operating procedures and models (DOM)] project was initiated to facilitate
management, exchanging and archiving of scientific data among system biologists in
Europe. It also ensures that research data published is made available to end-users
beyond the end of project (http://fair-dom.org/)

6.5 Neuroinformatics
Neuroinformatics is a research field that deals with application of computational models
towards management of neuroscience data. The field focuses on modelling the multi-
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level complexity in brain (Adee, 2008). Neuroimaging experiments produce vast amount
of data (in exabytes) capturing the anatomy of brain, variations of brain activity in
response to cognitive stimuli along with patterns of inter-regional communication in
brain (Van Horn and Toga, 2014). Such ‘big’ human brain data must be processed
efficiently to capture valuable insights.

6.5.1 Technologies
•

The LONI pipeline processing environment was a distributed computation solution
for parallel processing of brain mapping datasets. The platform achieved an accuracy
of 80.9% for a sample of human brain from 452 normal young adult subjects. The
atlas generation pipeline was run on PC client on 48 dedicated server processors. It
was found that the environment was 97.5% efficient for the same analysis while on
eight processors (Rex et al., 2003).

•

The LONI Debabeler was developed as a mediator for translating files between
different neuroimaging software packages. The neuroimaging processing
environment for file translation acts as a flexible application to combat translation
problems (Neu et al., 2005).

•

The Blue Brain Project was initiated for reverse engineering mammalian brain to
create a synthetic brain using IBMs Blue Gene supercomputer. The function and
dysfunction of human brain ware analysed using biologically accurate models. The
project was further expanded and improvised in future years (Markram, 2006;
http://bluebrain.epfl.ch/).

•

The Extensible Neuroimaging Archive Toolkit (XNAT) is data management
platform for neuroimaging data and contains the informatics of Human Connectome
Project (Marcus et al., 2007).

•

The LONI pipeline was expanded to include peer-to-peer communication in a threetier failover infrastructure to support robust analysis of neuroimage data. Brain
image data obtained from Alzheimer's disease Neuroimaging Initiative ware utilised
to demonstrate the workflow of LONI pipeline V.4.2 (Dinov, 2009).

•

The function of human brain was discovered via resting state functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) (R-fMRI). It provides quantitative phenotypes
for genetic studies and biomarkers for understanding the pathological processes in
brain (Biswal et al., 2010)

•

The OpenfMRI project was initiated to provide resources to help sharing of taskbased fMRI studies. The project supported large-scale multivariate analysis to
capture relation between brain functioning and mental processes (Poldrack et al.,
2013; https://openfmri.org/).

•

The Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies (BRAIN)
initiative was framed to increase the scale and speed up of data assortment in
neuroscience, to handle up to yottabyte of data (1024) (NIH Report, 2013; Choudhury
et al., 2014).

•

A set of formal neuroinformatics models were developed to map neurophysiological
structures of memory and their cognitive functions. The relationship between
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intelligence power of brain and its cognitive architecture were logically analysed in
this study (Wang, 2013).
•

The Canadian Brain Imaging Research Platform (CBRAIN) is a web-based platform
for neuroimaging research on normal brain structure and development along with
diseases including autism, Alzheimer's, multiple sclerosis and Parkinson's. The
CBRAIN server is currently deployed with 80,000 core CPU's along with six
compute Canada HPC clusters, one German HPC cluster and three local clusters
(Sherif et al., 2014; https://www.nitrc.org/projects/cbrain/)

•

A biophysical model of brain's metabolic interactions was developed to test the
astrocyte-neuron lactate shuffle hypothesis. The model integrates three modelling
approaches including Buxton-Wang vascular dynamics model, biophysical model of
metabolic pathways and Hodgkin-Huxley neuronal membrane excitability model.
The results provide a quantitative description of metabolic activation observed in
glial and neural cells, obtained by brain imaging (Jolivet, 2015).

This section highlighted the application of big data tools towards some of the different
arenas in bioinformatics. Prominent studies for each sub-field have been discussed with
their implications towards big data management. Apart from these arenas, big data
analytics have broad spectrum applications in other subfields including translation
bioinformatics (Shen et al., 2013), molecular epigenetics (Shiao et al., 2015),
immunology (Zhang et al., 2014). Some of the prominent big data analytics tools
available in bioinformatics are shown in Table 4.
Table 4

Big data tools in bioinformatics applications

Tool

Application

URL

CloudBurst

Associated with SNP
discovery and genotyping

http://sourceforge.net/projects/cloudburst-bio/

Crossbow

Performs whole-genome
sequencing using clouds

https://github.com/BenLangmead/crossbow

Contrail

Hadoop platform to
support large genome
assembling

http://sourceforge.net/projects/contrail-bio/

Myrna

Calculates the differential
gene expression of large
RNA-seq datasets in
cloud

http://sourceforge.net/projects/bowtiebio/files/myrna

GATK

MapReduce framework to
analyse large-scale
sequencing data

https://www.broadinstitute.org/gatk/

CloudAligner

MapReduce application to
map short reads from
NGS data

http://cloudaligner.sourceforge.net/

Nephele

MapReduce framework
for genotyping

http://code.google.com/p/nephele/

Cloudgene

MapReduce framework to
integrate and perform data
transfer operations

http://cloudgene.uibk.ac.at/
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Table 4

Big data tools in bioinformatics applications (continued)

Tool

Application

URL

Hydra

Framework to support
mass spectroscopy data
analysis

http://people.ucalgary.ca/~dschriem/

Chaos game
representation
based tool

Genome sequence
alignments were
performed using
parallelised approach to
obtain longest similar
sequence

https://github.com/usm/usm.github.com/wiki

BioPig

Hadoop toolkit to analyse
large-scale sequence data

https://github.com/JGI-Bioinformatics/biopig

BlueSNP

Hadoop-based R package
to support genome-wide
association studies

https://github.com/ibm-bioinformatics/BlueSNP

Rainbow

Used for clustering and
assembling RAD-seq data

http://www.mybiosoftware.com/rainbow-v2-0-3clustering-assembling-short-reads-rad.html

PaRFR parallel
random forest
regression on
Hadoop

PaRFR supports the
identification of
longitudinal changes in
human brain structure
developed as a result of
Alzheimer’s disease using
genome-wide studies

http://wwwf.imperial.ac.uk/~gmontana/parfr.htm

Mercury

Genome sequence
analyser deployed in
cloud

https://www.hgsc.bcm.edu/software/mercury

ADAM

Big data platform for
genomic data processing

http://bdgenomics.org/projects/adam/

The
University of
Tokyo DPC
project

A user-friendly tool to
manage health services
and clinical research data

https://github.com/hiromasah/charsiu

Cloudwave

Hadoop infrastructure for
distributed processing
from electrophysiological
recordings for epilepsy
clinical research

http://prism.case.edu/prism/index.php/Cloudwave

BINDSURF

GPU framework to detect
protein binding sites in
ligand

http://omictools.com/bindsurf-s5620.html

Corbi

A software for simulation
of biomolecular networks
in R

http://doc.aporc.org/wiki/Corbi

cGRNB

A web server for
generating combinatory
gene regulatory network

https://omictools.com/combinatorial-generegulatory-networks-builder-tool
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Big data tools in bioinformatics applications (continued)

Tool

Application

URL

ppiPre

An open-source
framework for prediction
of protein–protein
interactions

https://omictools.com/ppipre-tool

FAIRDOM
project

It facilitates management,
exchanging and archiving
of scientific data among
system biologists in
Europe

http://fair-dom.org/

The LONI
Pipeline

It is a distributed
computation solution for
parallel processing of
brain mapping datasets

http://pipeline.loni.usc.edu/

LONI
Debabeler

It is a tool used to
customise translations
among medical image file
formats

http://www.loni.usc.edu/Software/Debabeler

The Blue
Brain Project

A tool for reverse
engineering mammalian
brain to create a synthetic
brain using IBMs Blue
Gene supercomputer

http://bluebrain.epfl.ch/

The
Extensible
Neuroimaging
Archive
Toolkit
(XNAT)

A data management
platform for managing
neuroimaging data

https://www.xnat.org/

The
OpenfMRI
project

The project supported
large-scale multivariate
analysis to capture
relation between brain
functioning and mental
processes

https://openfmri.org/

CBRAIN

A web-based platform for
neuroimaging research on
normal brain structure and
development along with
diseases including autism,
Alzheimer's, multiple
sclerosis and Parkinson's

https://www.nitrc.org/projects/cbrain/

Open issues and challenges

Big data analytics have promising impact on managing large data in several domains,
including bioinformatics. Yet, there are certain issues that hurdles the significance of big
data analytics in bioinformatics. Some of the issues are discussed below:
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•

Volume: Recent research evidences have suggested that we are rapidly shifting
towards big data era. For instance, data obtained from high-throughput sequencing
are in large volumes ranging from PBs to EBs which are difficult to be stored on
traditional systems. As biological data increase in size and complexity, there is a
need of robust and powerful hardware and software to support analytics (Kesh and
Raghupathi, 2004). Big data analytics have indeed proven to be useful in processing
big biology data to understand mechanisms underlying the data. However, assuming
that unlimited computational assets are accessible to handle large data inputs is often
not realistic. There is a need to develop standard protocols in big data organisations
to obtain valuable insights from biological data.

•

Variety: Biological data are highly heterogeneous in nature, and as such it becomes
essential to capture semantics and underlying mechanisms from such data. Efficient
pre-processing prior to analysis is to be performed on this data. Yet, there is no
assurance that data obtained after the cleaning process would be free of errors and
outliers. It is crucial to further balance such data to structured format, since several
data mining algorithms expect data to be in homogeneous format to support data
analysis. It is quite a challenging task to extract relevant features from applications
based on the performance requirements using such diverse input data. There is a
need for developing a ‘hypothesis-driven approach’ which helps in decreasing the
computational resources utilised by knowledge extraction algorithms by delivering
the required outcomes (Li and Chen, 2014).

•

Scalability: The distinguishing characteristic of big data compared to traditional data
is its volume associated with ever-increasing growth. Scalability in big data is
defined both in terms of data and system hardware. Data scalability is achieved in
big data platforms by distributing data among several processors. Testing datasets,
larger than actual datasets are generally used to gauge the performance of algorithms.
But it is essential to scale down the test sets for small datasets as well, to reduce the
computational cost and associated resources. Additionally, system hardware must
also be scaled to achieve parallelism. Over the last few years, processors have been
dedicated with increased number of cores rather than doubling their processor clock
cycle to achieve distributed computing. With this advent, parallelism can be achieved
within a single node of CPU. Unfortunately, most of the traditional parallel
processing algorithms fail to perform in this architecture. Such unprecedented
changes in hardware require redesigning of several algorithms to handle big data.

•

Communication among big data systems: Big data technologies commonly take
advantage of multi-processing systems simultaneously connected via network for
analysis of huge datasets. It is a vital challenge to achieve communication between
these different systems without losing their performance trait. Such integration
between the platforms requires reliable computational resources incurring heavy
cost. Furthermore, it is important to maintain consistency in data communication
between different system components of the big data network without leading to
information loss. For instance, in healthcare sector, the effective use of
communication between different big data analytical system leads to decreased cost
of treatment and increased quality of life due to early prediction of diseases state.
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•

Security and privacy issues: Maintaining the security of biological data is one of the
primary concerns in big data applications. For instance, data required for human
genome sequencing may contain sensitive information of users. It is important to
uphold the security of users without disclosing user’s private details prior to data
analytics. Maintaining security in big data systems has not received much attention
in big data communities as yet. Conservation of security is essential at several levels
including data collection phase, analytics phase and output phase besides during
communication with other system platforms. Establishing security checks at each
phase of big data pipeline by enforcing techniques like encryption, cryptography,
honeypot detection is a tedious task. Furthermore, distributed mode of data in big
data architecture encourages data replication, implementing security checks in such
infrastructure requires advanced computational resources.

•

Need for human intervention: Big data analytics in bioinformatics must be driven by
government rules and standards for data collection and processing. The time phase
between data collection and data processing must be minimised. Faster processing
protocols are required to handle data effectively by extracting knowledge rich
likelihoods from raw data. Pre-processing techniques must be accurate and produce
‘knowledge-rich’ data to be handled by algorithms. Computationally intensive
algorithms must be designed to support modelling and prediction of complex
bioinformatics data at minimal time and cost. The predicted outcomes must be
evaluated effectively by human intervention followed by testing in IT systems on
real-time environment.

8

Conclusion and future perspectives

Big data analytics is tremendously shaping its way by development of sophisticated data
warehouses, query-retrieval search engines, knowledge enhancement tools and web
applications in bioinformatics. Biological repositories are fed into intensive processing
techniques for unwinding the hidden patterns in data to develop a robust decision support
system. The conversion phase from ‘big data’ to ‘ingenious data’ must be encouraged to
discover knowledge at molecular level supporting enhanced prognosis of deadly diseases.
It is essential to uphold confidentiality and authenticity of generated data by devising
better security measures for collecting and maintaining biological data. Future big data
initiatives must be designed to minimise privacy threats to user information by designing
secure systems. It is indeed not a surprise that focus of biomedical research is progressing
towards development of personalised medicine. Current technology enables researchers
to generate massive data which requires proper interpretation. For instance, clinical
research needs to encapsulate information pertaining to a disease at both genetic and
molecular levels to provide better therapy. Big data systems must encourage
collaboration of information generated from healthcare, genomic and molecular to
identify hidden associations between symptoms of disease and treatment regime. Big data
collaboration comes with its own pros and cons. Collaboration encourages robust
information dissemination, but data generated will increase drastically due to integration.
Maintaining large databases and visualising tools for analysis such gigantic data is
another threat.
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This survey provides a comprehensive summary about a number of recent studies and
echniques for analysing big data in bioinformatics. Future applications of big data
analytics must focus on development of high-end integrated technologies to process
massive biological data at minimal cost, increased speed and robust security measures to
accelerate bioinformatics research. Bioinformatics and analytics together can generate
new wave of career opportunities in research and development (R&D) sectors in
pharmaceutical industries as well as information technology (IT) sectors in coming
future.
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